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THE CHANGING SCHOOL SETTING

Over the Fist te)fi years, sChocil,:envirimments have changed. The ele entary school, which

houSed kindergarten through grade eight, used to be, the norm. Stu nts stayed in the same

building or a number bf yearsthey became very fathiliar wi the surroundings, the
, and they acquired gobil.fiiends. rrheY lobked forward to being seventh and eighth

graders; together, everyone lobked forward to eigkIth grade graduation and then to high
school. It was a secure place to be.

More districts today utilize the middle School as an interim step between the elementary and

secondary schOol: The middle school offers a new kind of environment: there is often a
larger student body, spanning two or more grade levels; with a variety of programs to spark

, student interest. The Middle school year's can be a time when students learn to adjust to a
"larger world" where surroundings teachers and friends may change more readily than in
the/K-0 structure. It. is also a tithe when personal security is very iinpo t to students.

Added to tht changing school setting are the contrasts in behavioewhich m e grades fiVeto
eight an interesting age .wouti. Teachers never know what the climate of th classroom will
be from one day-to the next-in no other age group will one find such peaks of enthusiasm
one day, such boredom the next.'StUdents operate at the emotional extremes, and it is a skill,

to be able to relate to students in nonthreatening ways. At the same, time in no other age

group. are the efforts of goctd teaching` More rewarding.

ti



Students in grades five thtough eight are a study in change and contrast. They are
exPeriencing physical ,changes due to rapid growth; sometimes they may act like adults,
other times like children. This is the time when peer approval is of paramount importance,
and the sense of an adult self begins to emerge.

lb
Students differ a great deal physically in size: while girls generally have achieved their
ov rid' growth,. boys may range from four to six- feet in height. At times, both may display

wardness due to the fact that coordination has not kept pace with physical' growth.

Although they may differ in si4e, very often students are concerned abqut trying tolook and
even act alike. They devote !Mich attention to appearance. Whatever the current fashion,
most of the class will probably be wearing just that. 4

At.times; stildentOn this age group display puzzling contrasts in behaVior. While speaking
with all the reasoning pctwer of a mature adult, the student may be kicking the next person
just for the "fun of it." When asked to explain, the student will quite often and honestly be
at a loss for an answer.

Along with peer identification, students begin to develop a sense of self-importance and
begin to display characteristics which will carry into adulthood. This sense of self can lead to
a need for more privacy; students will no longer be willing to participateto "show and
tell." They are concerned about their futures and possible careers for the first time. They are
no longer dealing with just the here and now, and they need time to think.

One of the most obvious changes occurring at this time is best illustrated when the class
singsthe students sing every pitch and timbre imaginable! Although change in voice occurs
for both, it is matt obvious and dramatic with the boys. Not only do they lose top notes, they
lose-the bottom as well. Teachers are often faced with students whose singing ranges may be
five or six notes.* And, to top it all off, the fear of being laughed at in class may drive some
students to the point of refusing to sing at all.

*There are many solutions: one iPio, use early music notation. such as Gregorian chant. which employs a five to six
note range; another approach iVtouse ostinati. such as "Do- Sol -Do" against folk songs. an the introduction of
beginning bass lines in conjunciion with basic chord progressions (e.g.. I IV 'V7 I or 1 III iv v7 t).

8
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The Teachers

Gird teachers are vital to successful music prograMs. Their enthusiasm, positive outlooks,
friendliness and interest in students, as well as any outside interests which make them
interesting as indivithials, can generate the same attitudes with students, and win their trust. y 41
Good teachers keep tqwwith current trends, materials and equipment; they are willing to
work with clastroom ad specialty teachers, attend, workshops and conferences, and
observe "successful" teachers in. action. These peoPle are always looking for ways to
*rove, and their enthusiasm for learning shows in class and inspires students.

Moving to the middle sch can be a rather dramatic change for teacher; as well as students.th
For example, a district may ask a teacher who has .taught in a K-6 setting for ten years to
move to a- middle school, grades 5-8. With the creation of the middle school, the K-6 setting

anwill be phased out, and the teacher gat to decide between K-4 or 5-8. If the teacher chooses
.5-8, the change may be overwhelming:the teachermay not feel, qualified to teach grades 7 and

8, or be familiar enough with, this age group to know what music experiencet work with these
students. Before making any transition, the teacher needs to look carefully at the middle
school setting, and personal skills as a teacher as well.

9
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The Interview

The first step toward selecting an appropriate music teacher for ades 5-8 is the interview..
Asking the right questions can reveal much about a candidate; it is imnortant that the
interviewer identify ahead la time the types of answers which would indicate the best
qualified teacher.' Sample qtistions may be similar to the following: .

4.
-Describe some of your experiences working with young people in this age group. FOr
example, have you served as a camp counselq, or have you had experience working with
other groups or with individual students?

Have you received any fetters of commendation? Do you have any pictures of four work
with this age group?

- What workshops or classes have you taken re-
cently which you feel enhance your skills nor
this position?

- How do you view music 4is part of the total
curriculum, grilles 5-8?,

- What part should the entire teaching.staff play
in helping to build and maintain a successful
music program? What specifically would you
suggest?

- How will you enFourage students toward mus-
ic?

- Ho,* would you introduce a neqr song to the
class?

- How 'important are student attitudes when
teaching the technical aspects of music?

--.061 students sometime, are consid-
ert, ,.atictigt to teach. Ithas been said that if
a tea, ,er has a good self-image, this can be
transferred to students, thereby making the job
easier. What do you think? 7 .

- Explain hew you/would build and maintain confide/11' in yOurself while handling this'
5 job?

4.

- - Do you think teachers in the middle school should have a standard of dress? Should
. students, by or why not? c

- How would you handle students who refuse to partici9ate in class, or who disrupt the
class? e- .<

- How would teaching thusicin this school help yob achieve perspnal and carier goals?
- Briefly, why should we hire you? f (\

a. 4

1
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CURRICULUM APPROACHES

The following section deseribes cuiriculuin 'approaches for music instruction, grades 5-8.
The Oregdfi Department of ,Education recommends that seven percent of instruction time be
allocated:to music. in most school's, this means between 90 to 1110 minutes per week for each: r
student AY tl\e seventh grade level, it is reconunet thafgeneral music be required daily

infor one semester of all those student&not enrolled f the full year in either instruments' or
vocal music activities*

Music instruction activities can be categorized as follows: rhythin;inelcatly, hal-molly, form,
expressive eleinents, creativity, listening, and classroom perfolmance.** All -should, be
included at each level of instruction grades 1-8; however, studenrs 5-.8 have special needs
which can be met through a number of approaches. .

Group and Individual Instruction

There shoOld be a balance between individual or,
small-group instruction, and large-grOup instruc-
tion. While many teachers utilize the large-group
approach most of the time, individual or` simall
group sessions can help to make learning more

diverse, effective, and perhaps more exciting.
The. idea is to choose the format...that best suits
the material, the students, and the,teacher. For
bxample, singing or playing instruments usually
is more satisfying in a large _group, ,While ac-
tivities where access to eqbipment is limited,
such as with synthesizers, work more easily with
smaller groups. Each approach develops differ-
ent types of cooperative skills, and both should
be utilized during the year: ,

ti

Topical Units A.t
Topical units should be utilized as much as posiible, and activities stuvld include singing,
listening; creating and playing instruments, reading and writing music. Although
topiCal units are n the only. instructional approach, they seem to be widely accepted and
aVe proven smccessful for teachers in grades'5-8. Both Macmillan and Silver Burdett have a

t
ft'ety of moMe or satellite progyaMs available which are helpful resources in electing and

aching topical units. (See page 13.)'

./ Modules
f

Silver Burden and Macmillan publishing coMpanies hake booklets available specifically
designed for students grades 5;8 covering a variety of ,musical subjects (e.g., recorder,
guitar, country-western music,. keyboard, pitchecfpercussion, electronic synthesizer, etc.)

.. With lessons on up-to-date topics, these booklets can provide a good meeting ground
between teacher anti studentstudent interests are'addreised b' the teacher; students, in
turn, aremore willing to learn new material presented by the teacher,

1.-7-
* Elementary-Secondary Guikte for Oregon Scho ols, part 11: Sugg- estions (Salem. OR: Oregon Department of
Education, .1977) pp 8 -4 1

** Self-Evaluation Checklist for School MUSiC Programs: General Music Grades I-6(Salem, OR: Oregon Department

of Education; 1978); .. 1r -
. /
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Teaching through the Students' Music
Ow

Students should be expoSied to various represehtative styles and periods of music. kind
usually ,they can relate to more than just one type of music. Too, teachers are eclectic and
flexible: they know the Orff, Kodaly, Manhattanville and Individualized Instruction'
methOds, and they can` draw from these When applicable. For example, a music principle
found in a Manhattanville lesson may lead to. ekperinientation in small groups Or.to
independent study. Pointing out the use of Kodaly haWd° signals in the movie "Close
Encounters of the Third Kind" may help to make the music class seem more current;
"Theme from ))Star Wars" could be used 'to illustrate a point just as readily- as "Dapse
Macabre." Arid, while the teacher may be interested in having students learn about music.
composed by the masters, students may 'be more interested in rock or disco music. Recent
disco versions of classics are one way to satisfy bothBeethoven's "Fifth. Symphony"
couldbe compared to "Fifth of Beethoven," Moussorgsky's "Night on Bald Mountain'h'to
"Night on Disco Mountain." natever the case, the highest quality of music ina given sty''6
should be used, --

. .
7 );i

incorporating the Conununity-

.Music instruction should be geared to the community in which students live. Any special
talents which mtisic teachers or other staff members may have should be utilized. Guest
artists or speakers, perhaps representatives from various ethnic cultures around the state
(i.e.-, Russian, Basque, Indian) or individuals involved in music locally (e.g., performers,
recording stiefiliO or music store personnel) may enjoy sharing information and music with
students. Local high school music groups are usually happy to perform, or give demonstra-
tions and talks. Too, field trips to other towns in the area should be arranged: Portland, for
example, has an elementary school concert series through the Portland Youth Philharrhonic
and the Oregon Symphony Orchestra. In addition, many towns in Oregon present annual
festivals or celebrations. Usually a rich history surrounds each festival,and itsnusic, and
students could develop songs about the festival or local folklore.

J.
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Success in the Classroom depends on the teacher and how well that teacher. maps out the
sequence in which subject matter will be taught, how well goals for the Elas's are selected,
ndthe structure of activities. Also involved is well the teacher knows students, 'the
organization, pilau and climate in class, and the teacher's overall ehthusiasm and willing-
ness to learn.

TEKCHING THE CLASS ;

4

.

Sequence

The sequence in witich,subject matter is taught can determine hoW much students will learn.
ttudent's previous musical education, along with their present interests and capabil. ies,
shpuldihe considerecrwtien planning curriculum' for the year

n I

J .1 For example, with part singing, studeins in: the fifth and sixth grades may be able to sing
rounds, but not descant_ parts, or they may not be able to distinguish chord root's. Plans
shout4 be made to guide students along the easiest path to harmonization; partner songs,
osttnati, or melodic harmony from welt-known pieces may be the key. Students should never
be expected to progress from simple rounds 'to three-part harmony..

Another example is'learning to sing in the first place:Student:need to be taught how to sing;
they need opportunities to develop good ears rind to improve. It is Important to -Match
pitches, identify intervals, match melodic phrase q$ exercise breath eontrol; develop range.
General music students need to be taught singingskills just as the chortts does. Basic Kodaly
hand 'signals can give students a "handle" when singing different intervals and pitches; echo
chains, "singdowns," flash cards are also good skill building exercises, and fun besides.

4

Teachers need long-range goals, as well .ps goals for daily lessons and individualized
instruction. Lessons need to proffless smoothly; they should build on students' previous
experiences to, give students a sellse that present activities are built on the past and aiming
toward the future. A sample overall goal for music might read: "Students will understand
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,
jazz at the end of six weeks." Specific goali may involve knowing its history, listing
different jazz styles, identifying the instruments used, and participatifilf a performanie,
writing a report Or sharing a recording. The first two weeks of the course ould be devoted to
the history of jazz, the third to inStruments,and timbres, the fourth fifth to different
styles of jazz, and the sixth to jazz-rock fusion and the future of jazz.

Goals in a mapped -out sequence help students see the. order and reason of what is taught.

Structure

Most teachers feel it is better to star
mean a seating chart, or some spe_
efficiently. Students need rules, but the) ..
will be fairly enforced. When the structure is clear, students generally are more at ease and
better beha'ed. Some teachers have found it helpful to post rules in The classroom.

Begin the first activity quickly perhaim even, before all students are seated an settled. It is
important that this activity be musical, and that all students are involved. following
suggested sequence can work for a number of activities.

Warm-upThis should be something fun and familiar, yet easily linked to oth activities
of the day. The objective for the day should be clearly defined with this act vity, or at
leak this activity should serve as a springboard for the day's objective. Warm-up helps
'prepare students for learning. As one activityi try singing a familiar song like ."Mrs.
Murphy's Chowder"; ask students to clap the beat and accent,(12 12 12), then ask them to
clap (1234 "234) while singing. ,

ReviewA very short segment of the lessonipview basically serves as a disCussion of
the warm-up. Review lates to the day's objective by preparing students for the next
topic, For example, if 4 meter is the topic, this activity might deal with 4 meter as
illustrated in the warm-up.

NeW ProblemThe teacher deals directly with the day's; objective. This is the time to
learn new ideas through old material, or new. Find a song and an instrumental selection
chat utilizes 4 meter..

Using the ConcePtAt this time, students show their
comprehension of the objective by using familiar or
new materials. For example, students could be asked
to create a rhythm composition, one mirtne-in length,
beginning with' 4 meter and evolving to 4 meter.

4 less structure. Structure may
ing and exiting the

-i018W what the rules are and tha any rules
s

SummaryThis is the coda for the lesson. Do some-
thing fun and familiar that uses the concept. Foi
example, play the game "Cookie Jar" keeping bear
with a 4 ostinato-pattern.

. It's also time to evaluate. Was the lesson successful
(i.e., the plan, student response, the teaching

-method)? Experience helps the teacher learn to
evaluate quickly; evaluation can be ,a test, a question,
or simply an observationas long as it's done.

a
I

Know Your Students

A teacher should he aware of any.special learning considerations, as well as student interests

8
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both in and outside of School. A questionnaire in the fall can help survey musical prefer-
ences, as well as help to determine how much time students devote to listening or
performing. The more' a teacher knows about students, the easierit is to draw up appropriate
lesson plans. Or as one teacher advises: "Know the kind of music students have been
singing or performing before you come on the scene. If it has only been 'pop' you might have
to start where they are and gradually expand their tastes. Don't try to do it suddenly, it won't
work."

/
OrganizatiOn, Pacing and Climate -e

The teacher and room should be well preeared the time nts arrive. Chairs,, piano,
bulletin boards, instruments, music, special eq menu shoulliffl be in place and ready to
use. Students respond positively whei they see t nrepar.ltions have been made.

Have an alternative in mind should the classroom atmosphere hot be conducive to the
o planned activity. For example, if students have just come from a high-spirited assembly,

they may need a little time to unwind. An immediate plunge into a listening activity may be
too abrupt; as a transition, sing familiar songs, or try some other group activity.

4

Students should be presented with as wide a variety of musical experiences as possible, In a
number of ways. Materials should differ both in style and period (e.g., medieval, pop,
electronic, ethnic, avante garde, classical, folk, etc.) Students are building very definite
attitudes at this age, and the broader the exposure the more receptive they likely will be. The
highest quality of recordings available should be used. Allow for self-expression on the part
of students (e.g., playing instruments, body percussion, movement); however, for the most
part students should be expected to analyze, discuss and compare, or just listen to music.

A good lesson is tightly structured, progresses rapidly (perhaps five to ten minutes for each
activity), and is carefully planned to keep students occupied. Transitions between activities
should be smooth, and without noticeable pauses as one activity fades and another begins.
For t xample, as the final cadence of a song approaches, the teacher should have a new
activity or song in mind, alortg with specific directions for students.

The climate of the classroom should allow for mistakesboth for students and the teacher.



1

Mistakes can be a good source of information. A teacher should be willing to try new things,
rejtAce with the successes, and admit the, mistakes.

Listening to students is, important in evaluating and modifying lesson plans. It builds mutual
respect and understanding. An attitude of "l'in here to help. you" assists students to feel
more secure and encourages them to try new activities in the classroom. A teacher should
never try to know everything. Sometimes the'best answer to a question is "I don't know, but
I'll find out."

Interest and Enthusiasm

A music teacher of students grades 5-8 needs to 'maintain a high degree of ,student interest in
order to be 'effective. Materials and methods need to be tried out continually. Maintaining
open lines of communication with students, staff and other music teachers, as well as visits

' by the music coordinator, principal and guests can provide an added dimension and helpful
insights. And, workshops, nService and resource can always provide new ideas The
teacher's enthusiasm for improvement shows It stimulates student interest

10



Discipline

Most teachers have definite ideas about discipline in the classroom, but the ,approach
depends on the school and staff. However, there are certain styles which seem to apply

,across the board.

Most teachers deal with misbehavior the minute it
occurs and on an individual basis. Usually, the situa-
tion can be ironed out between the student and
teacher. For,instance, 4, student may find it helpful if
the teacher, will meet after school for a talk. The
studfnt may have real concerns about the class, or
maybe it's nothing to do with school. Just lending an
ear shows concern, and that's a beginning.

Verbal- reinf 'behavior, instead of*point out r, h=1ps students feel
good about selves and then abilities. Fgli
example, a certain student may continually "act up'
to get attention. The teacher who tries to correct the
student only gives the student more of the wrong kind
of attention. Instead, the teacher should try to find
something about the student that is positive and go
from there. Needless to say', all students need praise.

If a student refuses to sing, find out why and t.ry to find a musical activity that the student
likes. Some teachers approach singing as an athletic skill. They emphasize breath control,
posture and physical 'conditioning; that singing is a sport reqUiring many of the same
disciplines as athletics.

Another approach might be art. According to one teacher,'a certain student who "hated" to
sing, responded beautifully when the teacher asked class members to design covers for their
music notebooks. Another teacher suggests: "Let the student just sit there and not sing, but
don't single that student out. Enjoiable participation by the rest of the class can be
contagious. Give it a chance."

If none of these approaches.works. seek ale advn_c of oases ,tact Aituthei i".)
know a student better and may be able to give you some pertinent information. The added
perspective may help to balance the picture As a last resort, solicit. the aid of the school
counselor, the principal or the parent

obviously the (cache' Jttould control the claNs Lug ,..,t o...

issue In part, control, is maintained through preparation and oiganizatka. cieai goals and
rules, and clear signals to the class that there is a definite lesson to be learned Too, many
teachers find that when students know the consequences of their actions, \the classroom can
be run more efficiently. Go over a set of rules the first day of class, and ask students to sign
copies.



Self-Evaluation

Any teaching assignment has its challenges. No matter what the challenge, the good teacher
is concerned about teaching better, and helping students learn moreand this requires
evaluation. Teachers should ask themselves if any of the following apply to their classrooms:

Students lack interest in lessons, or there is a lack of positive response from students.

Student behavior- is generally poor, or, perhaps, has taken a downturn.

- Students, parents or the principal have complained or made suggestions for change.

Perhaps the most. significant indicatora. feeling from within that all is not right; a
personal dr d of having to meet "that class."

Here are some possible self-help solutions:

1. Discard out-of-date lesson plans; some may no longer
appeal to either thenteacheilthe students.

Ask a trusted, and candid, classroom teachel:, supervisdr,
or principal to class to critique a lesson or presentation.

List what you think are the most ext..iting lessons or
activities. Have students do the same. Compare in terms
of mutual interests, and evaluate recent lesson plans ac-
cordingly.

4. Tape-record or videotape lessons as presented. You might
ask two students to listen to or-view the t..ipe What is
happening? Is the lesson interesting, fat-moving and
appropriate, or are there spots which can be improved?

5. Sometimes the concern is "outside" the lesson (e.g.,
lighting, facilities, etc.) The teacher should work with
administration and staff to resolve such problems.

Hold a class meeting as [(limo atcd in Si 1.4

.(ilitsser.VVilliiim .8'(//rirds Rithr,ur litthte Nev. York, N)ir .03 i'41,9)

12
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TOPICAL UNITS

The following-topical units and resources should be considered as suggestions only; time
allOtments, grade levels, and sequence will vary according to the school. Macmillan, Silver
Burdett and the Division of Continuing Education are mentioned several times, and their
addresses are presented here as a matter of convenience.

Macmillan Company
Representati ''e, Renny Vowel!
17385 SW Thistlebrook Court
Dur liarn, OR 97223

Silver Burdett Company
Representative, Sax Stone
1970 Gilmer.W
Salem, OR 97304

DCE Catalogue
PO Box 1491
Portland, OR 97207

In addition, cassettes are Ling prepared by Virginia Correia, with the assistanceA Liz Wtng
and Lois Harrison, proferksois of music education at the University of Oregon. Topics
include interviews with outstanding teachers (Classroom Management, Organizing Instruc-
tion, Suctessful Teaching Techniques) and interviews with students (The Mid e School
Mind). Cassettes are available at cost through: University of Oregon Book Store lectronics
Department, PO Box 3176, Eugene, OR 97403.

Unit of Study

GETTING ACQUAINTED
with games I 5-8 Galary of Games for the Music Class by Mar-

garet Athey and Gwen Hotchkiss (West
Nyack, NY Parker Publications, 1975)

with songs 1-2 5-8 Various song books (camp, nonsense, folk,
or action)

KEYBOARD inter-, 5-8 One keyboard (electronic piano, 2or 3 octave
i mixed melodicas, pianicas with hoses) for every

two students ,

Tionvay Tooter Tunes,,I & 2 (originally for
recorder) by John BriMhal °(New York,
NY: Charles Hansen; 1966)

Rqbert Pace piano inethods, such as Music for
r the Piano, Book 1 (New York, NY: G

Schirmer, 1%1) or John Brimhall's Young
Adult Piano Course, Book I (New York,
NY: Charles Hansen, 1975)

Piano lab material from Barbara Reeder Lin-
guist at the University of Washington;
Dave rksen, music specialist for Salem1

School
!; e

istrict 24J, is available for consul-
10, tation onselectronic music labs

r
i

Number
of Grade

Weeks Levels Resources and Materials
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GUITAR
or laaritone
ukulele

4-6 6-8 One guitar for every two students
Basic Instructor Guitar, Volume 1 by Jerry

Snyder (New. York, NY: Charles Hansen,
1974)

-4

Various books by Jerry Silverman: BegiAing
.

the Folk ,Guitar (New York, NY: Oak Pub-
lication, 1964), The Folk Singer's Guitar
Guide, Volume 1 (New York, NY: Oak
Publications, 1962), Children's Songs (New
York, NY: G Schirmer, 1976), folk Songs
(New York, NY: G Schirmer,. 1976)

HOLIDAY PROGRAM 3.4 5-8 Unit also may involve a special perforrnancel
activity, or may overlap with guitar or other
topical units which invol,ve performance

ELECTRONIC MUSIC 4-6 5-8 ElectroniC synthesizer

4

Educational Audiovisual series AV,
Pleasantville, NY 10570) How to Make
Electronic Music (4 filmstrips, 4 records;
teather's notebook) deals primarily with
recording techniqueshow to collect and
modify sound, 'how tape recorders can be
used in composition 4

Materials on electronic music from Keyboard
Publications (1346 Chapel Street, New Ha-
ven, CT 06511) including Electronic Music
by Nick Rossi, published in 1971 (2 film-
strips"The Birth of Elestronic Music"
and "The Development Vof Electronic
Music," 2 records, teacher's guide)

"Discovering Electronic Music' film from
DCE (Catalog #10428); "Pretty Lady and
the Electronic Musicians' through XtrOx
Films (Donald F Green, 11500 Baird Av-
enue, Northridge, CA 91324)

Don Muro (EMP, Box 605, Merrick, NY
14566) resource catalog for teaching elec-
tronic units

Alice Olsen's Self - Instruct Guide to Micro
Moog is available from the Dpipartment's
music,education specialist'

Local, Educatiqn Service Districts may have
Materials

ETHNIC MUSIC '440 5-8 Silvergurdett- Satellite Program; Macmillan
Modular Prclgritin; units on Noith Ameri-
can Indians, China, Africa available.at cost

) of printinglind postage through Corvallis
IScliool District 5,09J (Music 'Administration
Office, 1205 NW Garfield Avenue. Corval-
lis, OR 97330)

DCE films "Discovering Music ,of Africa"
(Catalog #10430), "Discovering American
Folk Music" (Catalog #10426)

"The Many,%des of Black Music" (5 records,
lesson guide) from Carnation Company (J
Edward Atkinson, 5045 Wilshire

14
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4r

INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION't

r.

BouleVard; .Los Angeles, CA 90036); "The
Mix Series" (filmstrip and cassettes) from
the Chevron School of Broadcast (Sarah
McAtee, Building '555, Room 350, San
Frapcisco, CA 94119)- .

"Nopthwest Indians" slide-tape presentation
(Sandra Davie; 'Lesson 8, Service British
Columbia ,Teachers Federation, 2235 Bur-
rard, Vancouver, BC, Canada VGJ31149)

Records, films and filmstrips from Lyons
catalog {Lyons-liaealy, '243 scWabash,
Chicago; IL

4-6 5-8 Unit may Se partially mterw0 h elec-
<tronic music or other units

Much equipment needed for thitype of unit;
as many individual carrels as possibl%

Individual Studio Stations in the Genera
Music Classroom by Floy Moore\ (Sumar
Publications, 414 NE 165th, #p, Portland,
OR 97230)

Treasury of Individtial Activitiel fpr the Music
Class by Margaret Athey and Gwen Hotch-i
kiss (West Nyack, NY: Parker eu.5ilica
tions, 1977)

Materials available through Lois Harrison at
the University of Oregon (School of Music,
Eugene, OR 97403)

PITCHED PERCUSSION 4-6 5-8 A full set of pitched percussion equipment is
needed

MUSICAL PLAYS

J AZZ-ROCK

11114k

344- Musical play "Hey George!" by Sally
McBride(Adams Elementary School, 1615
SW 35th Street, Corvallis, OR 97330) and
Elizabeth Olsen (Salem School-- District
24J); Silver Burdeteiusicals; teachers and
students encouraffld to create original
material

3-4 6-8 Macmillan module,. DCE film "Discovering
Jazz" (Catalog #10429)

-Pop flits Listening Guide" (yearly subscrip-
tion:, 9 issues, records, Michael Bennett,
3149 Southern Avenue, Memphis, TN
381H)

Carnation's The Many Sides of Black
Music" and Chevron's The Mix"

PROGRAM MUSIC, 3-4 7111; 41Macmillan module,; 1974 Holt, Rinehart; Win-
LISTENING TO ston music series (text and recording,
LITERATURE Robert. Murri, 5750 Macleay Road SE,

Salem, OR 97301)
'~Adventures in Music'' reciprditigs (RCA

I
Music ,Services, 1133 Av&nue of th4
Americas, New York, NY 10036)

Bowmar Orchestral Library recordings (622
Rodier, Drive, Glendale, CA 91201)

15) 2 /
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CAREERS TIN MUSIC

p.

1-2 -81 "Music Careers Chart" and "Music Careers
Quest Form" from DCE

Invite guest speaker's to describe jobs and
careers; conduct field trips music stores,
radio and television stations, usic unions,
churches.

16
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CLASS1tOOM MUSIC
Grades 5 - 8

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANTI After
PUblications staff of the Oregon Oepartm
Or for your cohvenience, this Aponse fGfi

6$11eka4' publiCation,
ItYOu would rather tel

ortvard your nts_to the
hone, cal s at 37&8274.

i"+---' 4
. . .

'PLEASE RESPOND so that' your views can be considered as we plan future publications. Simply cut Out the form, fold
and mail it back toi us: Wt' want to hear'frorn you! o

Did you_read this publication?

Compfletely
More than half
Less than half

_ Just
4

Does this publication fulfill its purpose as stated in the
preface or introduction?

44.

Completely
Partly
Not at all

Did you find this publication useful inr,your work?

Often
_ Sometimes

Seldom

Did you find the content to be stated clearly and
accurately?

Always Ves
_ In general, yes

1 Igenefal, no
Always no.
Other

Which section is most valuable?

What type of,work do you do?

Classroom teacher
Cbnsultant to classroom teachers
School administrator
Other _

Would you to 0 l.,/1100gU0?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations
No

_ Other

i

. Were the cote is presented in a convenient format?

Very easy to use
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult
\ery difficult
Other

is

Did you find this publicatimtp be free of discrimination
of biased content toward radii, ethnic, cultural, handi-
capped, and religious groups, or ip terms Of sex stereotyping?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with.reservations
No

Other__

A

What is your JnipteS1011 of the overall appear oolue (Jr the
, publication (graphic al I style, type etc I?

Lcciiciit
Good
Fair
Poor

When this publication is revised, what changes would you like to see made!

Additional comments. (Attach a sheet if you wish.(
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